2010 buick lacross

The Buick LaCrosse is a mid-size [5] sedan manufactured and marketed by Buick since The
LaCrosse is now in its third generation, slotted above the Buick Regal as the brand's flagship
vehicle. The first-generation LaCrosse replaced the Century and Regal in North America
beginning in the model year, serving as the brand's mid-size car. The automobile was originally
sold as the Buick Allure in Canada. For , the LaCrosse was completely redesigned and moved
upmarket as a larger premium sedan. Although production ended on February 15, for the North
American market, the LaCrosse is still produced in China where it received a facelift for The
LaCrosse debuted in late as a model, replacing the Century and Regal. The name was borrowed
from a Buick concept car shown in referencing the sport of lacrosse. Riding on a revised
version of the W-body known as MS, the LaCrosse was initially available with two powerplant
choices in three trim levels: a 3. The LaCrosse, along with all other GM vehicles powered by the
3. This generation of LaCrosse was sold in Canada as the Buick Allure, as the verb crosser is a
French Canadian vulgarity that can mean either "masturbation" or "scam". The final
first-generation LaCrosse was manufactured on December 23, The LaCrosse received a facelift
for The vehicle's front end design was based on the Buick Velite concept, which was later used
by the Chinese LaCrosse. All trim levels received a chrome exterior appearance package,
factory remote start feature, XM Satellite Radio, telescoping steering wheel column, redundant
steering wheel controls and dual-zone climate control as added standard equipment. CX added
a leather-wrapped steering wheel, theft deterrent system, illuminated vanity mirrors, driver
information center personalization and more. A Super trim of the LaCrosse debuted for The
LaCrosse Super was positioned as a higher-performance model of the sedan with revised front
end styling, as well as a return of displaying four Ventiports under the hood, a rear spoiler,
projector beam fog lights, Magnasteer, larger brakes, and revised suspension tuning with
standard Stabilitrak. Power came from the 5. The combination of a V8 and front-wheel drive are
not often utilized due to torque steer which is present in any front-wheel-drive car. Only the
Buick GNX offered a similar level of performance. The LaCrosse Super was discontinued in
Interior changes included special Super badged cluster with blue face, a wood grain shift knob,
and dream weave leather seating. The LaCrosse received a Good overall score in the Insurance
Institute for Highway Safety 's frontal impact crash test and a Marginal overall rating in the side
impact test. Side airbags are limited to the curtain type for both front and rear rows; the
torso-type side airbag is unavailable. The car is also built in Taiwan by a joint Yulon -GM
venture. Using the Belt Alternator Starter system, it is the first hybrid vehicle in the Chinese
market as well as the first hybrid in its segment. The exterior features Buick's " VentiPorts " and
the " Sweepspear ", Buick styling features dating to The interior is defined by having "few
straight lines and degree joints, if any. Instead, surfaces and controls are rounded, coved, or
arched. The final design work was carried out at the GM design center in Warren, Michigan.
Profile of a 2nd generation Buick LaCrosse, clearly showing Buick's re-introduced, trademark
sweep-spear design. Door panel in 2nd generation Buick LaCrosse, showing the new distinctive
curvaceous design theme with faux leather cover the entire door. The 2. All V6 models are
equipped with the Hydra-Matic 6T70 6-speed automatic transmission. By automotive journalists,
comparisons to the Lexus ES generally found both cars to be roughly comparable. Results of
the analysis were given on a scale of 1 to 10, where a higher number indicates positive
reception. The overall result for the model year was 8. Seconding other critics, New Car Test
Drive described the interior as, [39]. The more you look, the more you see. Throughout the cabin
are few straight lines and degree joints, if any. Real stitching is used to join seams of the seats,
shifter boot and soft material used on the door panels and around the instruments. Chrome and
wood trim are used judiciously, tastefully, and the materials in the headliner and upper parts of
the cabin look and feel like premium material. The , , and models lacked an interior trunk release
mechanism. The trunk was only accessible using the key fob remote keyless entry or a touch
sensor between the trunk lid and the license plate. The year model added a remote release
button at the left of the steering wheel on the instrument panel. The model refresh returned the
trunk release button to LaCrosse but placed it on the driver door. For , the LaCrosse added a
new Sport Touring Edition which included unique 18" aluminum black pocket wheels and a rear
lip spoiler. The LaCrosse features a new mild hybrid as its base model. Dubbed eAssist , the
LaCrosse introduced GM's second generation belted-alternator starter system. The non-hybrid
4-cylinder is no longer offered. The eAssist LaCrosse delivers a class leading fuel economy of
25 mpg city and 36 mpg highway. Alpheon was a standalone brand from GM Korea. The cars
were additionally fitted with amenities such as controls in the rear armrest, mood lights and
more. A version of the vehicle with 3. Market launch began in September Early model includes a
model with 3. The Alpheon was discontinued in , after monthly sales fell below cars. GM Korea
replaced it with the Chevrolet Impala. The sheet metal, while similar in appearance, is unique to
the Roewe. In late February , the Chinese government took the Buick LaCrosse along with all

other foreign vehicles off of the list of vehicles approved for government procurement. Effects
on sales remains to be seen. Redesigned front and rear fascias, new wheel designs, a
reconfigurable 8 inch TFT instrument cluster, semi-aniline leather seating, and radar- and
camera-based safety features such as forward collision alert and side blind zone alert highlight
the changes for this mid-cycle refresh. The weight reduction was achieved by use of
high-strength steels and better sound-absorbing material. The main difference between the
North American and Chinese models sold is the drive system. Models sold in the Chinese
market are front wheel drive vehicles compared to their American counterparts which are
available in front wheel drive or all wheel drive. Additional standard safety features include
Ultra-sonic rear parking assist, and backup camera. Optional safety features include a following
distance indicator, forward collision alert, forward collision braking, front pedestrian detection,
blind spot detection, lane keeping assist, and rear-cross traffic alert. The receptions by car
critics was generally positive, but not without flaws. Reviewers were critical of the gear selector,
however, with Consumer Reports stating, "Our biggest gripe about the controls is the new
electronic gear selector. Drivers used to a traditional PRNDL configurationâ€”in other words,
those drivers who kept the lights on for Buick for many yearsâ€”will be puzzled, if not angered.
The Buick LaCrosse is one of six vehicles GM announced will be discontinued after the model
year amid a global restructuring effort by the company. The discontinuation of the LaCrosse will
only affect the North American market [67] [68] and Buick will continue to build the LaCrosse in
China, where the sedan is a best seller. A facelift was introduced for the model year in the
Chinese market, with the facelifted LaCrosse featuring a new 2. The new 2. The LaCrosse is
available with a nine-speed Hydra-Matic automatic transmission with an average fuel
consumption of 6. In , Buick showcased a LaCrosse concept featuring styling features that
harkened back to Buicks of the late s, such as a long hood, swooping sidespear featured on
Buicks starting in and sporadically until the s , front fender port holes, and a fastback roof line.
Unique features included a removable rear roof and trunk panel converting the trunk into a truck
bed and voice recognition instead of traditional switches for basic interior functions. From
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to help keep you safe. Adis was great.. This was my second purchase from his dealership. He is

easy to interact with vs. The bigger Dealerships.. I look forward to purchasing my third vehicle
from him. The experience was very educational. The salesman, Art, was a great guy. The vehicle
had 6, miles more than was advertised. It had been advertised for a longtime. The lesson of the
day: "Ask about the current mileage before driving hundreds of miles to purchase a vehicle".
My vehicle is just as awesome with the additional miles. It's just a big shock to discover such a
discrepancy. Salesman seemed to know nothing about the cars he was selling, didn't know Awd
models they had available so wasn't helpful there, instead of going to look at the paperwork he
told me he didn't know when asked about what work was done to a vehicle when it arrived to
the lot. No wiggle room in price.. They contacted me promptly, but it was sold before we made
up our minds. Really like this color and model, please contact me if any more come up. Great
dealership. Great communication! I have had many questions and request and they tried to
accommodate all my requests that they could. As I am waiting for my Subaru Ascent, we
became interested in a vehicle for our son and purchased that during this time. Everyone we
talked to was very nice, returned texts and phone calls. I highly recommend them! Thank you,
Kari D. Great buying experience. Alex was very helpful and accepted my offer for the car. Didn't
expect to get anything for my trade but they were very helpful! Great place to get a nice vehicle.
They reached out to me with a phone call and follow up email. I just have to go visit the actual
dealership The first guy I spoke to was Serge and he was very ugly to me n unwilling to even try
to help me. Another sales guy said he would help me if he could but never called back. I
personally wouldnt give them a penny. I seen they had good reviews but not towards me. Dealer
was professional and helpful. Car was as advertised, just decided on a little newer car. Great
communication at all times Kevin was honest willing to help me secure the purchase Even
offered to himself deliver the vehicle. Drove miles just to see the car, after pointing out major
mechanical and visual flaws salesperson said "Normally we could take a few hundred off, but
because of what you pointed out the price is firm". Until the end it was a very nice experience,
but oh well. Although the vehicle had sold earlier in the day the dealership promptly returned
my call. Very professional and polite. The car's radio died 3 days later. It had recalls due. The
oxygen and heat sensor was bad and his mechanic lied to us saying it was a small problem and
just a light that didn't mean much. But Auto Zone gave us a read out and told us to fix it
because the car could overheat and definitely would eat up gas. It needed a paint job and later I
was surprised at how much those costs. After the radio went out, they didn't return our calls. I
asked a specific question and got a canned nonresponsive answer. Why should I bother] as I
doubt I could get answers even if I was standing on their lot. Snazzy new styling and a modern
platform make the Buick LaCrosse a worthy contender in the upscale midsize sedan segment.
Visibility in the LaCrosse is somewhat compromised by its swoopy bodywork, and performance
is adequate but not particularly thrilling, especially with the smaller engines. Designed partly in
China, Buick's new LaCrosse is a credible entry in the midsize sedan segment. Its undeniable
good looks will lure buyers into showrooms, and its smooth, modern driving experience may
convince them to buy a domestic car for the first time in years. While some would wish for more
power or a bit more starch in the suspension, the intended market is likely to find the LaCrosse
very much to its taste. Slotting in the upper end of the midsize class, the LaCrosse is inches
long and rides on a inch wheelbase. The five-passenger interior is quite spacious, offering
Trunk space is only marginal, compromised by the large cabin and curvy bodywork. There are
three trim levels in the LaCrosse range. The base CX is offered only with front-wheel drive FWD
and is currently powered by the smaller of the two V6 engines, a 3. Later this year the CX will be
equipped with a smaller, inline four-cylinder I4 engine as a value-leading configuration.
Stepping up to the mid-level CXL trim brings a big upgrade in the equipment level. Heated
leather seats are standard, and the cabin features dual-zone climate control. AWD is available
as on option. While not offered at press time, the base engine for the LaCrosse CX will
eventually be the corporate 2. Better, but far from perfect, is the 3. The 3. While not delivering
tire-shredding power, both V6s are thoroughly modern and rev smoothly. All engines are mated
to a smooth six-speed automatic transmission. The optional AWD system is a nice feature for
dealing with snowy roads, though it further compromises the LaCrosse's already
less-than-stellar fuel economy. While softened for the American and Chinese market, the
independent suspension still offers a comfortable ride with reasonably well controlled body
motions. When pushed hard the LaCrosse reverts to moderate under-steer and never becomes
unsettled, though no one will mistake it for a sports car. The LaCrosse's modern platform also
pays dividends in noise and vibration. Its generous level of sound deadening, called
Quiettuning, includes triple door seals and a laminated windshield. Combined with the refined
powertrain and rather conservative all-season tires, the LaCrosse goes down the road very
quietly and smoothly. Elegant styling and plush materials grace the interior of the LaCrosse,
giving it an upscale feel. Gone are the hard, unyielding plastics of recent GM offerings, replaced

with soft-touch materials that are exceptionally well fitted. The design features a sweeping
belt-line that envelops the occupants while at the same time remaining open and airy. Space
inside is quite generous, and rear-seat passengers are treated to plenty of legroom. The seats
are comfortable and relatively supportive, and the standard cloth upholstery is of high quality,
while the leather seats on CXL and CXS trims are glove-soft and feature standard heating and
optional ventilation. The large center stack looks modern and places all buttons and controls
within easy reach, although the design is a bit busy and requires a little familiarization.
Navigation, a nifty rear-seat DVD system, and a power sunroof are optional and can upgrade the
experience to true luxury-car levels. Standard OnStar coverage for one year is a highlight of the
comprehensive safety package on the new LaCrosse. GM has done a good job selling the
benefits of its in-car emergency response system that can also provide directions or connect
phone calls. Front, side, and curtain airbags are standard on all trim levels, as are antilock
brakes and seat-belt pre-tensioners. The new LaCrosse received a reassuring five-star rating in
all federal front and side impact tests. Standard stability control should help provide reassuring
handling in dicey conditions. The small trunk and rather poor fuel economy, combined with
lackluster power for speedy drivers, held the LaCrosse back from near perfection. We'll help
you find great deals among the millions of vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll
provide you with dealer reviews and vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million
shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new cars in their area. And when
it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely on CarGurus. Once you're
ready to narrow down your search results, go ahead and filter by price, mileage, transmission,
trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal ratings. And if you only want to see
cars with a single owner, recent price drops, photos, or available financing , our filters can help
with that too. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide.
Find Buick LaCrosse listings in your area Search Coronavirus update: New contactless services
to help keep you safe. Best deals first. CarGurus User. Authorized Buick Dealer. Image Not
Available. Request Information. Why Use CarGurus? A majority of all used US imports have
either been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe
or are subject to open recalls. For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles
from thousands of sources and has helped millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of
getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX
has been helping millions of used car shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid
expensive hidden problems. In addition, CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world
to build trust with their customers and sell their American cars with confidence. With more than
14 billion records, CARFAX has built up its database with the help of its partners and sources,
including government offices, law enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car
dealerships, insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly available information,
CARFAX has collected information from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the
service, the price was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in
10 minutes I had the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks
"Babs" is now with us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars?
Search by VIN. Instant Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better
purchase decisions. Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular
blog articles How to detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring
types of fraud in the selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage
fraud. Even though odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an
impossible task. Import a car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American
used car. Check the Service History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car?
CARFAX takes a look at these questions and explains the importance of the service history of a
car, as well as where you can find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search.
Own The car since had miles, warranty work done so far is tires replaced they were out of round
, steering corrected after multiple complaints about noise when turning, body work due to paint
mismatch on front and rear bumpers, rotors turned multiple times due to warping, I replaced
rotors after warranty expired no problems since, water pump replaced, ac compresser and
condenser replaced because descident bag opened expensive fix, power steering started
leaking car currently in shop to diagnose. Passenger side seat heater function not working Has
not been looked at yet. My Lacrosse has been in the Gm shop once a week for the past 6 weeks
and towed in once a week for the past 3 weeks. It overheats and dies every othe day. Buick is a
joke and the inconvenience they have caused me with no compassion from them is not worth
buying another Buick or any GM automobile. This car is a hollow soulless plastic shell on an
overpriced and underpowered piece of crap. The car comes equipped with Tiptronic shifting.
However, having owned a Honda with tiptronic shift, this is more for show than actual delivery

of performance. At 22, miles, this car had sensor issues with the traction control, stabilitizer and
the Emergency brake. While driving the car, the sensors sent a slipping wheel message to the
car and made the car go from 10 mph to 0 without warning. There are 60 service bulletins about
this car and 50 are related to the Traction Control and Parking Brake sensors being activated,
however the GM garage was unable to fix the car in less than 4 weeks and they even tried to talk
me into trading out of the car when it appeared they were unable to fix the car after 15 days.
Having owned a car with HP and this one advertising hp, this car is slow to accelerate and it
seems kind of hollow without much power. After almost 11 months of ownership I am still quite
impressed with the vehicle. This is indeed a head turner and my family gets a kick out of
watching people ogle the stylistic decor. In fact, just purchased a third car for my daughter
today, and while not a LaCrosse, it was interesting to watch the sales staff walk around this car,
as we stood by from afar, looking, pointing and talking amongst themselves. Bought a new,
fully loaded AWD in June, It always gets 'compliments' on the exterior styling. Unfortunately, I
have an unresolved clanging or banging sound at startup. It's loud, embarrasing and some type
of manufacuring or assembly non-conformance. The local dealer has tried a few things with
guidance from Buick service and engineers. Popular searches. My notifications My Account.
More about the LaCrosse. View Photos. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Filter by:
All ratings 5 stars 4 stars 3 stars 2 stars 1 star. Performance Interior Comfort Reliability Value.
Items per page:. Write a review See all LaCrosses for sale. Sponsored cars related to the
LaCrosse. Sign Up. Make Model Year. Price and Payment. Vehicle History. Engine and
Drivetrain. Vehicle Listing Details. The following items have been reconditioned on this vehicle:
new pair of tires! Wheels; 18" Best of all the price you see is the price you pay. No haggling. No
back and forth. No pressure. And this price is so good it is guaranteed. Subject to certain terms
and conditions. See store for details. Some restrictions apply. Powered by a 3. Our Front Wheel
Drive secures up to 24mpg on the highway while showing off with great-looking wheels, sleek
lines, a sunroof, and chrome accents. Inside our CXL, you will find luxury features you desire.
Buick earned top ratings across the board in government crash tests and comes with a long list
of safety equipment. ABS, airbags, and accident avoidance features are all in place for you.
Print this page and call us Now Serviced and Ready for a new owner! Quality is not an act. It is a
habit. That is why standard procedure at O. Auto Sales is to put each of our vehicles through
our quality plus point inspection process and regular maintenance to ensure our vehicles are in
excellent running condition. If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to give us a call at
or email us at sales otautosales. Need financing? We work closely with over 20 different lenders
to meet your very specific financial needs. With rates as low as 3. Auto Sales. To learn more
about your financing options, call us at or e-mail us at sales otautosales. Get approved Today!!!
Trade-Ins Welcome! We Buy Cars! It is equipped with a 6 Speed Automatic transmission. The
vehicle is Charcoal with a Beige interior. It is offered As-Is, extended warranty is available. This
car looks and drives excellent! It's loaded with options including a Automatic Transmission, 3.
Overall this car is very clean inside and out! It's priced to sell ASAP so give us a call now! We
offer financing with very competitive rates! The following items have been reconditioned on this
vehicle: all new tires! Disinfectant methods or claims should not be deemed to state or imply
these products can eliminate or prevent transmission of any virus, illness or disease. Sunroof;
Power; Oversized Wheels; 18" Marked by excellent quality and features with unmistakable
refined leather interior that added value and class to the Buick LaCrosse CXL. You can finally
stop searching You've found the one you've been looking for. Just what you've been looking
for. With quality in mind, this vehicle is the perfect addition to take home. You could keep
looking, but why? You've found the perfect vehicle right here. We are so confident of being the
Low-Cost provider that we guarantee it. We have researched and compared thousands of
vehicle transactions to give you a great value and the lowest competitive price. Buy with
confidence and experience why people drive hundreds of miles to buy from AutoNation Ford.
Key Policy: Our pre-owned vehicles come with one key unless we received more than one from
the previous owner. Additional keys may be purchased. Coming Soon!. Reward 1. Reward 2.
Free 12 Month Mile warranty. Super low rates o. We offer low mileage late model cars and trucks
with low pricing, why buy from the big dealers when you can get low pricing, low mileage late
model cars and trucks at Rockys Auto Glendale. With super low financing o. No matter what
your credit situation, our specialists can help tailor a finance package to fit your needs. Our
specialists experience with a wide variety of Banks, Credit Unions and Military Financial
Partners helps us provide financing for all credit levels. We are sure we have a vehicle and
financing to fit your needs and your budget. These cars offer a great value at a Super Low Price.
These vehicles are the perfect way to get a great value car or truck with a no haggle price to fit
your needs. See carmax. At CarMax, finding the right car is easy. You can shop online, get
pre-approved for financing, and receive a trade-in offer all from the comfort of home. Some fees

are location specific and may change if you transfer this vehicle to a different CarMax store.
Certain vehicles may have unrepaired safety recalls. Check nhtsa. Inventory shown here is
updated every 24 hours. Local Trade! Clean History! Ask for Joe Vella! Our family owned
company is actively involved in supporting the community that has helped us grow for all of
those years. You can be assured that you will be taken care of throughout the entire purchase
process. We are one of the highest volume dealers in the state because we offer some of the
best prices and the best service. Join the other satisfied customers that choose Sommer's for
their automotive needs. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Save Search. Enter
your ZIP code to show only relevant vehicles for sale nearby. Search radius. Home delivery avail
2002 toyota highlander owners manual
2013 ram 2500 diesel owners manual
2005 bmw z4 roadster
able. Only show local listings. Year s. Price and Payment Loan Price. Engine and Drivetrain
Transmission Automatic 1, Cylinders 4 cylinders 6 cylinders Fuel Economy. Vehicle Listing
Details Listings with recent price drops. Recently added listings. Are You Getting a Good Deal?
Know The Deal. No accidents. Title issue. New Listing. Showing 1 - 18 out of 1, listings. Overall
Consumer Rating. Own The car since had miles, warranty work done so far is tires replaced
they were out of round , steering corrected after multiple complaints about noise when turning,
body work due to paint mismatch on front and rear bumpers, rotors turned multiple times due to
warping, I replaced rotors after warranty expired no problems since, water pump replaced, ac
compresser and condenser replaced because descident bag opened expensive fix, power
steering started leaking car currently in shop to diagnose. Passenger side seat heater function
not working Has not been looked at yet. Read more. Read less. Sign Up.

